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The definitive, in-depth guide to medical raising benefits of the Five
Tibetan Rites, by renowned Five Tibetan Rites’ teacher and bestselling
author, Carolinda Witt. If you are already energetic, this is an
excellent complement to any exercise program. If you are too tired, this
plan will provide you with energy. Her proven, step-by-step learning
process combines the traditional Rites with full, natural breathing and
core balance to strengthen your body from the inside out. Consequently,
this once-secret anti-aging and wellness routine can be carried out by
anyone, at any skill level, in around 10 minutes a day. Many thousands
of people around the globe practice the Five Tibetan Rites to improve
energy; – Anita Boser, bestselling writer of Relieve Stiffness And Feel
Young Again With Undulation. Results include increased versatility,
mental clarity and a larger sense of well-being and purpose. Carolinda
brings her 16 years of knowledge in teaching many thousands of people
how exactly to do the Rites safely and enjoyably. Numerous photographs
and clear information - you may be sure you do them correctly. calm the
mind and fortify the body.
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Five Tibetans Brilliantly Enhanced To The Next Level. I came across the
incredible Five Tibetan Rites and purchased the Peter Kelder publication
with VHS video many years ago. Recently, I moved house and had lots of
stuff in storage including the book and video. She talks about "warmups" and warm-up exercises but one gets the impression she actually is
doing this in order to avoid possible suits in case someone picks up the
book and jumps, willy-nilly, into attempting to perform the Five
Tibetans right away and ends up hurting themselves. Excellent book, We
had suffered from back pain for . Her illustrated instructional book is
easy to read and teaches you the correct method to practice this amazing
process that merely works. This a book needed in everyone's house. Five
Stars a good read So well-written This book is meticulously written to
provide here is how to correctly do these five rituals and they work!.
The older you are, the more important it really is to have balance and
stop injuries. It's only drawback is usually that the photos are
undersized and of exceedingly low quality for this otherwise excellent
book. Five Stars! If you're older, or easing into a fitness routine,
that is wonderful. You have to build up to the mandatory repetition, the
spin motion is especially challenging for me. No doubt the writer has
put quite a bit of effort into it, but it is not an excellent intro to
the Five Tibetans. They provided muscles toning and versatility and are
a great way to keep suit. In addition, it increases my sense of balance,
one factor you don't frequently see addressed in lots of fitness tapes.
Well crafted and extraordinarily detailed, that is a fine reference work
for the serious practitioner. Study from the array of photographs
illustrating both right and incorrect technique.I recommend giving it a
try, it's different and can be as easy or as challenging as you want.
When you are through the publication you almost reach the point of
expecting to have to sign on a dotted line somewhere absolving the
author of any responsibility should you suffer any accidental injuries.
My strongest impression of the publication is definitely that Carolinda
Witt can be spectacularly perceptive and offers anticipated every query
a reader may ask about how exactly to perform the Five Tibetan Rites.
(Even the Sixth Rite is roofed!)The book is certainly written within an
easy-to-read conversational tone and has a contemporary layout with lots
of space, loads of ideas to keep you on the right track, and – the thing
I really like most – is certainly dotted throughout with quotations from
people as diverse as Hippocrates, Picasso, Thich Nhat Hanh, Gandhi,
Emerson, and Ursula Le Guin, to name just a few.In the words of
Carolinda Witt, “There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ body system and people
needed various modifications due to anatomical and fitness variations.”
The result is a book thus comprehensive that it'll fit anyone and
everyone who wants to incorporate the Rites to their way of living. Are
you an attention-to-details person? This is the most thorough book you
could find. Do you wish to skip the fine detail? Read the original
publication by Peter Kelder. Are you a ‘visible person’ who prefers to

create your personal observations? I also find it relieves stress.
Regardless of your personal style and your level of encounter, if
practising the Rites in a manner that won’t bring about injury is vital
that you you, this is definitely a wonderful book that will show you
precisely how to do that. Carolinda Witt offers stuck with the original
but added some subtle yet powerful upgrades through her years of working
experience. Good reference, aside from the photos. Although I discovered
the 5Ts from Carolinda's original publication and DVD, I came across
this Kindle edition to be a wonderful overview of the practice. I want
to express my enjoyment. I have been performing the exercises for over
three years and no more back discomfort. At 59, I perform the exercises
every day and really anticipate them when complete I feel so relaxed and
content material.The book is very well written taking you step by step
through each exercise breaking down each movement to make sure you are
performing correctly. This approach takes a bit much longer but reduces
the risk of doing the exercises incorrectly and avoiding strain. With
the DVD an excellent programme I've recommend to many friends and family
The Five Tibetan Rites can be a Life-Changer! I have already been
practicing the Five Tibetan Rites (nearly religiously) for close to ten
years now and love it's component in my morning ritual.. I inform the
many people who compliment me on my youthful appearance and vitality
that I owe it to the Tibetan Five Rites and now it is great to refer
them to her Kindle edition! Truly, add this powerfully effective, 10
minute practice to your morning hours and see yourself healthful,
youthful and filled with vitality over the arriving years! The
illustrations leave much to be preferred, and the framework of the
reserve does as well. Once again, Carolinda offers taken the Five
Tibetan Rites and helped make sure they are accessible through simple,
very clear and astounding accuracy. I highly recommend this to both
those currently practicing the Five Tibetan Rites and those interested
in learning more and incorporating them to their daily routine. Cannot
recommend I cannot in all great conscience recommend this reserve. I
love that you can do these exercises in the home and they aren't time
consuming. Highly Recommend! I needed to share the info with a friend
therefore i resorted to You Tube and was horrified at the amount of
videos which have butchered the machine missing vitally important
movements and breathing motions. Comprehensive, Thorough, Caring I
actually was recently introduced to the idea that this content of a
reserve depends upon the author’s perception of the reader’s anticipated
response. No doubt the writer is well meaning in her attempt to bring in
the Five Tibetans to a wider target audience, but it is obvious that she
has added various stuff that aren't in the initial teachings. Go for the
bullet factors and summaries. Finding Convenience and Peace Within A
delightful and refreshing method to deal with the body and soul. This is
my second book from Carolinda Witt.. I enjoy her style and simplicity in
creating ways to live an extended healthier of lifestyle through the

Five Tibetan Rites. In case you are considering doing the Five Rites or
already are doing the Five Rites be sure you read this publication to
reap the full benefits. Love my time I first found these Rites and I am
grateful to own it as a reference. I today perform it by memory most the
time, but go back to review because I typically perform the ones I
enjoy. Excellent book, I had suffered from back again pain for over a
decade when I learned about the 5 Tibetan Rites.
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